Anu Factor

Anu is possibly the last Blue, an advanced humanoid race. She must be protected so the genes
of her species are passed onto future generations. An environment is made for Anu and the
humans with her. It is a hallucinatory world but it works well. This is until a minor car
accident causes Talbot to discover that his real existence is an empty, derelict township. His
sports car is just an old vehicle and his apartment is as old and tatty as the clothes he wears.
Also the dozens of friends and acquaintances he interacts with dont exist. Anu is the only other
real person in the town. He convinces her that the world they live in is false and they remove
implants from their necks that create the hallucinations. But where do the necessities of life
such as fresh food, electricity and fuel for Talbots car come from? After days of searching
they find Erin, a human girl who is living alone. In her hallucinatory state, Erin doesnt even
know she is heavily pregnant. But where is the man who impregnated her?
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